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 In the recent decades, new arts even digital and computer ones have been more popular. 

Now museums have been established with different approaches which are the best place 
to display these products. Today, developments having taken place in the fields of art 

and architecture show that museums need changes regarding inside spaces and planning 

method. In this research we attempt to study museum and environment capabilities and 
existed potential to get desired criteria in planning museum by parametric designing. 

This study which was done based on descriptive analytic method and on written 

documents by analyzing examples of exist outstanding works concluded that planning 
museum due to form, function and economy contains fixed principles that parametric 

architecture as a new method in increasing designing speed and frugality and providing 

dynamic and complicated forms using simple repeated method is effective. Designing 
software in parametric method provides opportunities of designing complicated 

geometrical ones existed in planned models ever made whose applying seemed 

impossible for architects. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Art which expresses the deepest conceptual experience of an artist, accepts new forms alongside with life 

changes and human’s mental perceptions, and with these changes artistic works need spaces to be compatible 

with new art form while indicating their dynamic nature. So the popular architecture spaces are able to display 

effective capabilities of these arts when can establish appropriate relationship between artistic works and their 

exhibit place [3]. 

 The relation between modern arts and their exhibit place is a mutual one. New museums have been shaped 

since 1980s with different approach. Size, planning, form and complexity are among the most important 

characteristics of new museums [7]. 

 In the past, limit opportunities in designing and simulating caused a designer selected very fewer of desired 

answers based on his own experimental experience and emotion. But by increasing process tools and possibility 

scales at the same time, the focus on producing products has been shifted to recognizing effective factors on 

designing and verifying the relationship between them [1]. 

 Architecture as a complicated and multidimensional subject should have the opportunity of processing 

various base of measurement and processing information in designing field. The important point is that before 

applying the results of research, it can simulate and evaluate its output example [13]. 

 While the propose of building museum is to offer the best place for displaying new arts, due to its 

cooperative nature it provides the best places for different kind of arts and has interesting forms which can have 

tourist attraction [3]. 

 Instead of using pure forms which there are distinct borders between them, have the focus is on free forms 

and continuous mechanism of repeated parts in changing which doesn’t exist any distinct borders “possibility of 

providing limitless changing modes in designing and consciously expecting from complexity but with certain 

structures” [13]. 

 This research has been done based on library studying and descriptive analytical method and written 

documents through studying case examples and shows that our purpose of studying way of designing museum 
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based on parametric architecture criteria makes an appropriate environment for products and all of suitable 

functional spaces which are compatible with the proposed parametric architecture criteria. 

 

Museum: 

 International Council Of Museum (ICOM) has defined museum as the following “it’s a permanent and 

nonprofit able institute whose doors are open to everybody and acts for the society and its progress. The 

museum attempts to search on the works and traces left by human and his environment and to collect, preserve 

and exploit them meaningfully and makes relationship between them and specially displays them to be visited 

and exploited [12]. 

 The place in which the museum is located is of great importance and should have special advantageousness, 

including being located in an open space of the city to be easily accessible by the public and on the other hand 

due to its cultural feature it should be near the libraries, schools, universities and other cultural settings to which 

the people commute can use it. It is obvious that not only the appearance of museum but also its inside 

decorations should be compatible with the current architectural methods in the society and its building should 

contain artistic and historical aspects of society, because by copying meaningless architectures a kind of 

museum would be shaped that is completely unlike to the people daily life or it would be such a splendid and 

unrealistic that people ignore it, while one of the main principle of museum attracts more visitors [12]. 

 Artistic museums are those ones which have been made and offered due to their aesthetic value, even 

though all of their contents have been artistic works in their creators minds [4]. 

 Museums are classified based on the subject, form and addressee, so artistic museums by offering artistic 

works focus on the historical movement of art, the artists, works and the art styles in different times [10]. 

 The visitors of artistic museums are mainly nonprofessional and curious people and these museums are of 

great importance in tourism and free time [4]. 

 

Exploratory definition and parametric related program: 

 Definition of smart technology of parametrisim is completely reflected in negative and positive cultural 

principle of current advanced designing  

 Negative exploratory method (reversed) : it should be avoided from familiar types! It should be avoided 

from Plato forms! Clear borders and spaces shouldn’t be defined. It should be avoided from direct errors and 

their repeat. Angles and rectangular angles should be avoided and the most important one is that nothing should 

be added or reduced, unless they would be skillfully categorized [13]. 

 Positive exploratory method (direct): configuration, connectivity two opposite poles, soft changing, 

removing, borders, deforming, repeating, using spline, nurbs, creating combinations, codes instead of models 

and etc [10]. 

 

Parametric designing: 

 Parametric architecture designing is based on plants and imitating ecological factors whose aesthetics and 

operational valves are higher than normal examples. Parametric forming means the proposed procedure based 

on solutions for spatial (multidimensional) problem by exploiting flexible variants and by introducing some 

groups of rules which describe faults and preventive elements of forms shaping which lead to producing theories 

due to facilitating designing procedure of architecture. In parametric designing the architects are allowed to 

explore complicated geometrical and spatial designs in order to develop complicated geometrical and spatial 

solutions of architecture. Parametric designing consists of variants and relations collections which define a form 

which can be dealt with changing special parameters and adjusting data. New digital approach in architecture 

designing toward accounting conceptions as topological spaces parametric levels and designing and replacing 

traditional hierarchical process of producing form and structure. Producing structure by parametric designing 

and algorithm process is created from complicated geometry. Cooperation between human and computer helps 

them to exploit each other capabilities in improving the tasks. In relation the user and computer become united 

and solve the architectural problem together. Computers help us not only in designing process but also in 

thinking process [11]. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 The collection of museum’s architectural words in which parametric designing method is used has been 

considered as a statistical population that four samples were chosen randomly and analyzed by descriptive 

analytical method through library studying and the obtained results have been provided in tables.  
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Studying the case examples 
 year Project name architect Country/city Designing idea Exploiting advantages of 

parametric architecture 

1 1997 

 
Bilbao museum 

Frank 

gehri 

Bilbao/Spain Museum designing was 

under the influence of 

size and structure of 
Bilbao and it is covered 

by stones which has 

relation with 
Bilbao'sbuilding while 

on river side this 

relationship has been 
made differently [6]. 

To model Guggenheim of 

Bilbaogahri used computer 

technology the complexity of 
the building and separating its 

different parts by modeling 

software of catia is possible 
due to high costs of pressing 

titanium panels analyzing this 

software and identifying the 
levels which don’t need it 

helps project budget to 

decrease [9]. 

2 2006-
2010 

 
George Pompidou center 

shigruban Metz/France Reading the ceiling form 
Pompidou center its idea 

was taken from a 

Chinese cap in this 
project architects have 

used different tricks to 

make more relationship 
with the designing 

context and its 

surrounding views [8]. 

In this project a structure 
made completely from 

wooden was used whose 

pieces cut was done 
completely by cutting 

machine of CNC [8]. 

3 1998-

2009 

 
Maxxi museum 

Zahahadid Rome/Italy Designing idea for maxi 

started from movement 

from museum as a target 
to a museum as a square 

which has accessed to 

every place [5]. 

He worked on single design 

and instruction that is making 

plaza and various spaces and 
increasing the relationship 

existed inside the building and 

putting it together with 
surrounding environment. The 

values and proposes of 

parametrism are fixed [14]. 

4 2007 

 
Art museum ofCagliari 

Zahahadid Cagliari/Italy The museum is like to a 

coral stone, empty, hard 

and superficially pored 
and composed with 

ground and the mass 

which is combined the 

ground represent space 

and sidewalks images 

and some parts are 
changed to big mass 

which defines new sky 

line [2]. 

He establishes visual and 

aesthetics relationship 

between contemporary art and 
nuragic art. The vacuum 

inside the building result in 

two interwoven crusts which 

one is inside another one. 

They produce fluid structure 

which accepts kinds of forms 
and applications [2].. 

 

Conclusion: 
Name of 

the work 

performance Form 

concepts needs Realities Realities Concepts 

relationships parking area (m2) Focusing on 

psychological 
factors 

Charactristics Neighbors 

Bilbao 

museum 

The museum is accessible 

from the historical and 
commercial parts of the 

city. Lasveh bridge has 

the function of 

connecting downtown to 

suburbs 

  32500 A space that is 

going to 
persuade and 

disturb and 

inspire 

Using materials used in 

historical buildings along the 
river and focusing on 

cultural, economical and 

historical traditions of the 

region the museum’s 

beautiful view of the city 

through breaks in titanium 
between a big hole and next 

holes 

Fine art 

museum of 
bilbao 

university 

and the city 

old hall and 

lasalo 

bridge 

George 

Pompidou 
museum 

Three galleries with each 

other, south garden with 
restaurants and the station 

cafeteria with the 

entrance are related with 
terrace (the relation of 

architecture with view) 

  5000 Respecting 

surrounding open 
space 

Hexagonal arched ceiling 

which is extended to 3 cubes 

Train 

station, 
St.atin 

church, see 

park. 

Maxxi 
museum 

The least connecting 
spaces are galleries the 

walls are used to make 

simultaneously relation 

  30000 The front colors 
are taken from 

surrounding 

environment 

Includes new plaza with 
many visual details in 

spectacular frames 

Soldier’s 
home 

Montello, 

10th century 
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between their inside and 

outside plane with the 

city indents 

school 

Art 

museum of 

Cagliari 

Being compatible with 

site 

  12000 The visual and 

aesthetic 

relationship 
between 

contemporary art 

and nuragic art 

A cultural collection as a 

sample for the people who 

come from sea side 

Sea 

S.iliya 

studio 

 
Name of 

the work 

Economy 

aims Realities Needs 

Return 

of 
capital 

Minimizing 

performance costs 

Economical information Analysis of costs estimation 

bilbao 

museum 

  Using software of 

catia to analyze the 

pieces, curvatures 
and reducing 

performing cost of 

project 

After 7 years since establishing and 

exploiting of museum the costs rate 

obtained from the museum supplies 70% 
of its expenses. The visitors in the last 

three years of museum opening have 

made 110 million dollars which 
compensated construction costs and 

some amount was left 

The building constructions= 100 million 

dollars 

Operation costs= Guggenheim’s charity 
institute 

50 million dollars guarantee= bask 

collection and Spanish museum 
20 million dollars= charity institute of 

Guggenheim to use a trading mark for 20 

years 

George 

pompidu 

center 

  The northern 

garden of the 

collection is 
watered by the 

collected rainy 

water through 
center ceiling and 

terrace 

600000 visitors in the first 6 months 

since establishment 

Total costs of construction= 69330000 euro 

Building construction= 51660000 euro 

Metz metropol is the main supporter of 
project 

Fuds supplier= French government 

Rest of the budget= lourne regional council 
and public accounting of massle council 

Maxxi 
museum 

  Using modern 
technology in the 

structure of ceiling 

and reducing 
operating costs 

450 thousands visitors just in 2011 and 
200-400 thousands people visitors each 

year 

Total establishment costs= 150 million 
euro 

Supplying expenses= Italian cultural 

heritage minister 

Art 

museum 

of 

Cagliari 

- This building 

doesn’t have any 

foundation and 

stands on its own 

weight 

The design which won the contest Predicted investment= 40 million euro 

 

 In this paper by studying the design of museum and parametric architecture and case examples and based 

on their studying and comparing their designing plans in the frame of purposes, realities, concepts, needs and 

problems the following results have been offered: 

 

Designing method of museum: 
Results Performance 

purpose realities concepts needs Problem 

Based on 

the 

obtained 
aims the 

galleries 

are sort of 
separating 

spaces 

They are 

related to the 

studying 
existent in 

the propose 

field of 
museum 

spaces 

Based on the 

existent realities 

of museum area, 
3 hectars are at 

least considered 

Mostly in inside 

relation the 

given steps are 
generally sort of 

connecting 

interior spaces 
with each other 

and outside 

spaces 

Parking lot is 

considered as an 

required part of 
museum 

In the cases having been 

studied, inside space and 

walls and etc follow the 
building front form 

Form 

realities Concept Needs 

Based on 

the 

obtained 
realities 

the 

museum is 
going to be 

built in an 

area inside 
the city 

Focusing on 

psychological 

factors as 
respecting 

environment 

is considered 

Based on 

obtained concepts 

regarding the 
museum entrance 

at least two 

entrances should 
be considered for 

museum 

Based on the 

existent studying 

about neighbors, 
library and 

university are 

accessible from 
the museum 

It is specially 

directed at the 

significant signs 
in the city 

Each example 

has its own 

characteristics 

Using 

new 

designing 
methods 

to make 

dynamic 
spaces 

and 

saving the 
expenses 
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 By studying the effect of parametric architecture on museum designing the following issues should be 

considered: 

1) Providing the scheme of each structural piece  

2) Economical saving 

3) Making complicated forms by repeated simple methods 

4) Cutting pieces by CNC 

5) Combining designing with the surrounding environment  

6) Predicting primary producing 

7) Making complicated and flexible forms 

8) Increasing designing speed 
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